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ABSTRACT 
A maximization problem with linear inequality constraints and different kinds of 
nonconcave objective functions is considered. By means of parametric quadratic 
programming, the solution of the original problem is reduced to the determination 
of the absolute maximum of a continuous function of one variable on a bounded interval. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
There exist well-known methods for the maximization of a concave objective 
function in a convex domain. In the case of a nonconcave objective function, however, 
these methods may not even converge to a local maximum. Therefore, methods for 
solving nonconcave maximization problems are available only for a few special types 
of these problems, such as quadratic maximization [1] and linear fractional program- 
ming (see, e.g., [2]-[5]). 
In this paper a more general type of nonconcave maximization problem is considered. 
The linear fractional programming problem is a special case of the problem considered 
here. 
The basic idea of the method of solution is to reduce this maximization problem 
to the determination of the maximum of a single-valued function of one variable 
on a bounded interval. To this end an additional constraint depending on a parameter 
is introduced in such a way that the objective function is concave on the feasible 
domain for any fixed value of the parameter. Finally, a method is developed for 
determining the optimal solution of this concave parametric problem as an explicit 
function of the parameter. Introducing this optimal solution into the objective 
function we obtain a function of the parameter whose absolute maximum is the 
solution of the original maximization problem. 
* This research was sponsored by the Mathematics Research Center, United States Army, 
Madison, Wisconsin, under Contract No.: DA-II-022-ORD-2059. 
t On leave from Institut fiir Angewandte Mathematik und Mechanik der Deutschen Versuchs- 
anstalt ffir Luft- and Raumfahrt, 78 Freiburg i. Br., Hebelstrasse 27, Germany. 
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2. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
In the following we are concerned with a maximization problem whose feasible 
domain R is defined by 
R ={x : Ax <~ b}, 
where A is a (m, n)-matrix and b is an m-column vector. We assume that R is bounded 
and does not contain the point x = 0. 
Let C be a symmetric and nonsingular (n, n)-matrix. Suppose there exist an 
n-column vector d and a (n - -  1, n)-matrix M with rank n --  1 such that 
Md =: 0, d'x > 0 for any x ~ R 
and 
MCM'  
is positive-semidefinite. 1 
The objective function Q(x) of the considered maximization problem may be any 
one of the following three kinds: 
1 (ca, x 1 ] (2.1) , , , - -2x 'Cx ,  Q(x) = c?x ~- (a x)(c.  x) + ~x 
or 
or 
c;x ( 1 ) 
Q(x) -- q 'x  + ~ + (d'x) c~'x -- ~ x'Cx (2.2) 
c3'x 1 , 
~ ~ x Cx (2.3) O(x) = q 'x  ~ (d'x)(c&) + a'x 
where c 1 , c 2 , and c a are n-column vectors. 
Of course, Q(x) may also be any function which arises from (2.1) to (2.3) by 
specializing; for example, 
f2(x) = c(x + c3'x/d'x. 
This example shows that linear fractional programming problems are special cases 
of the problems considered in this paper. 
An investigation of the method developed in the following sections shows that 
this method can also be applied to problems containing (d'x) ~ instead of d'x, where 
k is an arbitrary real number. 
1 This assumption implies that the quadratic form -x 'Cx  is concave in the hyperplane 
defined by d'x = t where t is an arbitrary real number. 
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3. THE METHOD OF SOLUTION 
The basic idea of the method for solving the problems formulated in Section 2 
is to introduce the additional constraint 
d'x = t, 
where t is a real parameter. This reduces the original maximization problem to a 
parametric maximum problem. 
Corresponding to the objective functions (2.1) to (2.3) we have 
(3.1) 
max cl + tc2 + x - -  --~ x Cx Ax  ~ b, d' x = t (3.2) 
max l(cl + tc _q___~__)' x 1 , tl" - -  -~  x Cx [ Ax  <~ b, d'x = (3.3) 
To unify the problem we introduce a function co(t) which may be one of the following 
four functions: 
col(t) = t -x, to2(t ) = t, cos(t) ~ 1, ~o4(t) --= 0, 
as the special problem under consideration requires. The case co =: co~ corresponds 
to a linear problem which will be considered in Section 5. 
Using the above convention we obtain the following problem. 
max C 1 + tc 2 + c3 ]' x T x t.x Ax  <~ b, d'x = t 
t / 
(3.4) 
Because of the assumption about the quadratic form --x'Cx, the objective function 
of problem (3.4) is concave on the feasible domain for any fixed value of t. 
Parametric quadratic maximum problems with strictly concave objective functions 
have been investigated [6]. In the following we outline a method which is a generaliza- 
tion of results obtained in [6] and which enables us to express the optimal solution 
of (3.4) as an explicit function of t. 
Let t = t" be a value of the parameter for which (3.4) has a feasible solution. Then 
we solve (3.4) for t = t by means of one of the known methods for quadratic maximiza- 
tion problems. Let x~ be the optimal solution. Using the Kuhn-Tucker conditions 
[7], which for any fixed t are necessary and sufficient for the optimal solution, we 
can express .%. as a continuous function xs(t ) of t and determine the interval 
tj ~< ? ~< t~§ 1 for which xj(t) is optimal. 
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For t > t~_ 1 some other subset of the constraints becomes active and we can 
again express the optimal solution as a continuous function xj+l(t) of the parameter. 
Xs~x(t ) remains optimal for a certain interval tj+ 1 ~ t ~ tj+ 2 . 
It can be shown that, after a finite number of steps, a value t o is reached such 
that the feasible domain is empty for t > t ~ Similarly, decreasing t we obtain, after 
a finite number of steps, a value t o such that the feasible domain is empty for t < t o . 
Finally, introducing the optimal solutions xj(t); j = 0, 1,..., k; into the objective 
function Q(x), we obtain a continuous function q~(t) defined as follows: 
qS(t) --: 
Q[xo(t)] for t o ~ t ~ tz, 
Q[x,(t)] for t~ ~< t ~< t2, 
Q[xk(t)] for tk ~< t ~< t ~ 
The absolute maximum of q)(t) on the interval [to, t ~ can be determined by means 
of a search method. 
Let (/)(t) take its absolute maximum at t* and suppose t*~ [tio , tjo+l ]. Then, 
denoting the feasible domain of problem (3.4) by R(t), we have 
9 (t*) = Q[xjo(t*)] = max / max Q(x)}. 
rE[to,tO ] "xeR(t)  
Therefore, x~o(t* ) is the optimal solution of the maximization problem under con- 
sideration. 
We conclude this section by proving a lemma which will be needed in what follows. 
LEMMA l. Let B be a nonsingular (n, n)-matrix; b, a and e n-vectors and a and t 
real numbers. Suppose that for t ~ t o (t o ~ O) there exists an x o = Xo(t ) satisfying 
the following conditions: 
(1) Bx o :: b ~. et; 
(2) a'x o < ~ for t <. t o ; 
(3) a'x o - a for t --- t o . 
(a) I f  (B'-ta)i  ~ 0, i --  1 ..... n, then the conditions 
(4) Bx ~ b ~. et, a'x ~ 
are inconsistent for t ~ t o . 
(b) I f  (B' -la)j "~ O, for at least one j then the system 
/~x : :  t~ + gt, bjx < (b)~ Jr (e)j t 
is consistent for t > t o , where b~ denotes the kth row of B and 1~x := b - gt arises 
from (1) by exchanging the jth row for (3). 
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Proof. (a) Let u be an n-vector and consider the transformation 
x = B-Xb + B- le t  - -  B - lu .  
Then the conditions (4) are equivalent to 
(*) u >/0  and - -a 'B - lu  <~ ~ - -  a 'B - lb  - -  a 'B- iet .  
From (1)-(3) it follows that 
- -  a 'B- lb  - -  a'B-aeto = 0 and a'B-Xe > O. 
Thus (.)  is inconsistent for t > t o if (B ' - la ) i  <~ 0 for each L 
(b) I f  (B ' - la ) j  > 0 then (4) is satisfied for t > t o with (u)~ = 0, 
(u)j = a 'B- le ( t  - -  to)/(B'-la)~ > O. This completes the proof. 
i=/=j, 
4. THE QUADRATIC CASE 
In this section we consider the case where (3.4) has a quadratic objective function 
i.e., o~(t) @ %(t). 
Let 9 be an arbitrary point satisfying the conditions Ax ~< b and choose t = d'~. 
For t = t (3.4) is a concave problem and can be solved by one of the known methods. 
Suppose x~ = x~(?) is the optimal solution of (3.4) for t -- t. 
We partition A and b into A1, A 2 and bx, bz, respectively, in such a way that 
Axx~ = bl,  A2xj  < b=, 
(4.1) 
d 'x~- - - -O+L 
I f  we write (4.1) in the form 
Bjx~ = b 5 + eft, /~jx~ < bj, (4.2) 
it follows from the Kuhn-Tucker theorem [7] that, for t = ~, xj = xj(~) satisfies 
the following conditions: 
, = c 1 + tc2 Jr- ca/t ,(~) o~(t) Cxj + B~ ~ 
(fi) B jx j  = b~ + te j ,  (4.3) 
b') uj > O, 
where uj is an n-vector and Aj is a scalar. 
If we assume that the rows of B~ are linearly independent (for the case of dependent 
rows of B i see Section 6), we can obtain x i as a function of t from (4.3). 
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By assumption C 1 exists and (4.3a) yields 
xj = C -1 cl + tc2 + --i- - Bs ;~s ~o(t) " 
Introducing (4.4) into (4.3/3) we obtain 
() [ 1 us = b s + tej - -  B jC  -1 s -~ tO2 ~- OJ(l) " - -  w(t---) B jC -aB/  Aj 
From this expression we get 
us = hj ~ 4- hj2t 4- hj 3 ~ 4- hs%(t ) 4- hsStoa(t), (4.5) 
~s 
where 
M = [BsC-aBs ']-1, hsl = MBsC-aCl ,  h7 _= MBsC- lc2 ,  
hs 3 = MBjC- lc3  , hs 4 = - -Mb s , hs 5 -= --Me~ . 
If we introduce (4.5) into (4.4) and use the abbreviations 
gs 1 = - -C  1Bs'hs4, gs2 = _C-1Bs ,h  S, g a = C- lq  __ C-1BshsX, 
gs 4 = C-lc2 _ C-1Bs'hs2, gs s - -  C -1C3 - -  C-1Bs'hs3, 
we obtain 
3 1 t 1 (4.6) 
xs(t) = gs 1 4- gs 2t 4- gs ~( t )  4- gs4 ~( t )  4- gs5 toJ(t)" 
By the Kuhn-Tucker theorem the vector x s given by (4.6) is the optimal solution 
of (3.4) for all t for which 
(~) us(t ) >~0 [us(t ) given by (4.5)], 
(4.7) 
(/3) /~sx; <~/-'s. 
If we choose oJ(t) = %(t) or o)(t) = o~3(t ) it follows immediately from (4.5) that the 
ith component of u s can be written as follows: 
(us)i = t-l[fli2 t2 4- tin t 4- fli0] (4.8) 
where/3i2, fill, fli0 are real numbers. 
If oJ(t) = o)2(t ) we have 
(us)i = t-~[Tia tz + 7i2 t2 4- 7il t + 7i0]" (4.9) 
71~ ; 0 ~< v ~< 3; are real numbers. 
57~/I/I"4 
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By evaluating the real roots of the polynomials in (4.8) [resp. (4.9)], we can 
determine the interval containing i for which (u;) i ~> 0. 
Let I51 be the intersection of those intervals determined for the components of u;. 
Then us(t ) ~ 0 for t ~ 1; 1. 
I f  we introduce (4.6) into (4.7/3) and choose co(t) = cox(t) or co(t) = co3(t), it follows 
readily that each of the conditions (4.7/3) can be written as follows: 
1/8(t)[~i~ t2 q- L i  t + flio] ~> 0, (4.10) 
where fli2, ]~ix, fli0 are real numbers and 
1 if co(t) : cox(t), 
8(t) = t if co(t) = co3(t). 
For co(t) = co~(t) each of the conditions (4.7/3) can be written in the form 
t-2[~7i3 t  + 97i2t2 + ~ix t -[-~9i0 ] >/O. (4.11) 
Again by evaluating the real roots of the polynomials in (4.10), respectively (4.11), 
we can determine the interval containing i for which the ith of the conditions (4.7/3) 
is satisfied. Denote the intersection of those intervals by ls 3. Then the xj(t) given 
by (4.6) is the optimal solution of problem (3.4) for all t with 
t~/ j  = Ijl ('~/j2. 
We denote the lower and upper bound of the closed interval I; with ts and t;+ 1 , 
respectively. 
Now we have to consider the two different cases in which tj§ 1 is determined by 
the fact that, for t > t~+x, exactly one of the conditions (4.7~) or (4.7/3) is violated. 2
If for t > t~.+l a component of uj becomes negative, this means that, for t ~ t;+ t , 
the corresponding constraint is superfluous for the determination of x;(t). Therefore, 
we cancel in (4.3) the corresponding column and row. 
If  for t > t;+ x one of the constraints (4.7fl), which we denote by a'x <~ ~, is violated, 
this constraint becomes active for t = t;§ x . Therefore, we add this constraint o 
the system (4.3). First, we suppose that a' is linearly independent from the rows 
of B j .  Then we can apply the procedure described above to the new system (4.3) 
and obtain an x;+x(t ) which is the optimal solution of (3.4) for any 
t e Ij+ 1 = {t : t~.+a ~< t ~< t~+~}. 
Notice that x;(tj+l) -~ Xj+l(tj+l). 
2 The case in which (for t > ti+l) several of the conditions (4.7) are violated is considered 
in Section 6. 
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Now let a' be a linear combination of the rows of Bj which we assume to be a 
square matrix. 3There are two cases to consider: 
(1) The vector B~-la has at least one positive component. Let (B~-~a)~  0; 
i -- 1 ..... n 1 ; and 
g = o~(tj+l) Cxj + q + tj+ic 2 + c3/ti+a. 
If  
(B'-lg), o (B'-lg), 
(B,_la), ~ >~ (B,_la)-----~., i ---- 1,..., n x , (4.12) 
we obtain the new system (4.3) by replacing the i0th of Eqs. (4.3fl) by a'x = a and 
applying the described procedure to this new system. 
It follows from Lemma 1 that X~+l(t ) is feasible for some interval t~.+, ~< t ~< t~+2. 
Furthermore, (4.12) implies U~+x(t~+l) ~ O. 
(2) The vector B~-la has no positive component. In this case Lemma 1 states 
that there are no feasible points for t > t~+ 1. 
It remains to show that, after a finite number of steps, we obtain a value t o such 
that no feasible point exists for t > t ~ But this is rather obvious since the problem 
(3.4) has only a finite number of constraints and any subset of constraints determines 
the optimal solution for at most a finite number of intervals 15 as it follows im- 
mediately from the way in which the lj's are determined. 
After having obtained to we determine the optimal solution as a function of t for 
t ~< ~. Using the described method, after a finite number of steps, we obtain a value 
t o such that the feasible domain is empty for t < t o . 
Finally, introducing the optimal solutions xj(t) into Q(x) we obtain the function 
(3.8) whose absolute maximum is the solution of the considered maximization problem. 
5. THE LINEAR CASE 
I f  we choose oJ(t) = ~o4(t ) ~ 0 the objective function of problem (3.4) becomes 
linear. We can, therefore, suppose that the optimal solution is always an extreme 
point of the feasible domain. In this case the system (4.3) has the following form: 
' : q + tc2 § c3 
(~) Bj At t '  
(5.1) 
([3) Bax~ = bj + tes, 
where Bj is a nonsingular square matrix. 
3 i f  B j  is not  a square  matr ix ,  we wr i te  Bjx j  = b j+e j t  and a'x~ = ~ in the fo rm 
Bjax~ 1 + B~2xj ~ = bj + eat and a~'x~ x + a~'x~ 2 = ~, where  B j  1 is a nons ingu lar  square  matr ix .  
I t  is easy to see that  the above cons iderat ion  appl ies  to B j  1 and a l .  
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From (5.1) we obtain 
x~ = B21b ~ + B2tejt .  
(5.2) 
Using the same method as in Section 4 we determine the interval Ij for which 
x i --  x j (t)  is the optimal solution of the considered problem. 
If for t > ts+ 1 the ith component of u s becomes negative, the corresponding 
condition is superfluous for t =- ti_ 1 and for t > ts+ , an adjacent extreme point of 
the feasible domain is optimal. 
To obtain this extreme point we decrease in (5.1) the ith component of bj,  which 
means that x~ moves in the intersection of the (n --  1) remaining hyperplanes, until 
a new constraint becomes active. This new constraint replaces the ith row of (5.1fl) 
and the ith column of (5.1@ 
If  for t > tj+ 1 one of the constraints not contained in (5.1fl) becomes active, we 
have the same situation as in Section 4 in the case of a square matrix B j .  
All remaining steps are the same as in the quadratic ase considered in Section 4. 
6. DEGENERATED CASES 
In this section we have to investigate some degenerated cases which have been 
excluded in the foregoing sections. 
First we consider the case that for t > t~+ 1 the optimal solution x~(t) lies in more 
than one additional hyperplane. Let these hyperplanes be denoted by 
ai'x i =~x i ,  i=  1 ..... k. 
We consider the point ; = x~(ts. 1 --E), ~ > O, and choose the real numbers 
81 ..... 8k >/0  in such a way that 
a4' x < oti -Jr- 3 4 , i :=  1 .... , k .  
Now we consider 8 x as the parameter and decrease 31 , for t .... t j+  1 -t- E, using the 
method described for the parameter t until 3 x = 0. Then we decrease 82 and so on 
until we have 31 . . . .  8 k = 0. 
I f  ~ > 0 is sufficiently small the optimal solution obtained in this way is, obviously, 
xj+1(t ) at the point t = t j .  1 -}- E. 
It may happen, that decreasing 8i, 1 ~< i ~< k, we arrive at a value 8i ~ such that for 
8~ < 8fl no feasible point exists. 
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Then it follows from Lemma 1 that the feasible domain is empty for t ) tj.+a + E 
and the procedure is finished. 
The cases that for t > tj+ 1 several components of u s becomes negative or that 
for t > tj+ 1 some components of u; become negative and at the same time new 
conditions become active may be reduced to the above case by removing the condi- 
tions, corresponding to vanishing components of uj ,  from the system (4.3) or (5.t) 
and dealing with them as new hyperplanes in which x~(t) lies for t = tj+ 1 . 
7. A COMPUTATIONAL ASPECT 
The determination of uj and xj as functions of t involves the computing of 
M = [B~C-1B/]-k 
As it has been shown in Section 4 the matrix B~C-IB~ ' is changed at any non- 
degenerated step in such a way that in the matrix Bj a row is canceled or a new row 
is added. Therefore, we can use the method given in [8] to compute the new matrix 
M from the old one. 
Suppose the last row b k' of Bj is canceled and denote the remaining matrix by 
B~+ 1. Then we have 
B~C-1B/ [B~+IC-1B~+I, B~+lC-Xbk] 
= ~ bk'C-1B~+l , bk'C-lbk ]" 
Furthermore, partition M into 
such that m 4 is a (1, 1)-matrix. 
According to [8] we have 
M1, Ms 
M(,  ]1/14) 
(B I+ IC-1B~+I )  -1 = M 1 - -  M2M4M2" .  
Now suppose a new row a(  is added to B~. We have 
[B,C-~B/, B~C-la~ (D1, D2) 
(Bj+IC-1B;+I) = kal'C-1B/, a 1 C- la J  = ~D(, D 4 " 
Let 7 = D4 - -  D2'D[1Dz, where D -1 is known. 
It is easy to see that y = 0 if and only if the vector (D2' , D4) is a linear combination 
of the rows of the matrix (DI ,  Ds). But this fact implies that al' is l inear-dependent 
from the rows of B j .  In this case one of the rows of B~. has to be exchanged against 
a 1' according to Section 4. 
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If  ~ ~ 0 it follows from [8] that 
( z): 1 + D::D,DCD: (Bj+IC-1Bj+I) -1 1 D,,D~ 1 , 
Y 
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